Its not all rubbish!
A peer educator toolkit on waste
Method: Target audience KS 2 and 3. 1 hour self-contained session. Students (as part of the School
Council/ Eco Council/ Fairtrade group) to participate in a session before running the activities with
other children in the school.

Dissemination: via www.leedsdec.org.uk

The project “Global Fairness” has been funded with support from the European
Commission. The contents of this action are the sole responsibility of contractor and
can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European Union

Waste
1. Intro for KS3 Global Steps game, examining personal environmental
impacthttp://www.bestfootforward.com/global_steps
The average score should be between 200-400. If everyone in the world had a score of 200 we would
need 2 earths. If everyone in the world had a score of 400, we would need 4 earths! What actions
could you take to decrease your footprint?

Intro for KS2 Ring around the world activity http://www.ydmt.org/assets/x/50191
2. Input: Chris Jordon’s photo and facts- what is it showing?

3. Reflection: Display using plastic bags, something new we have learnt.
4 and 5. Action and Takeaway: Tetra pack wallet
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQTkNXmlXOk

Resources needed
For Activity 1 for KS3
A copy of the Global Steps game blu tacked around the room
Photocopies of the score card (enough for each child)

For Activity 2
Powerpoint on the memory stick showing Chris Jordan’s art.
Slide 1 Introduce Artist Chris Jordan. What do you think he is showing in this piece of art?
Slide 2 What do you think this slide shows?
Slide 3 What do you think this slide shows?
Slide 4 Summarise that all the slides show the same piece of art. Click on the 3 points to explain how
Chris Jordan wants to get people to think about their waste.

For Activity 3
A plastic bag per child and permanent marker pens that will write on plastic. You could peg these on
a line across the classroom as a display. Ask pupils to write a thought/ question/ feeling relating to the
powerpoint.

For Activity 4
Tetra pack wallet: Each child will need an empty tetra pack (washed out!) electric tape, scissors,
stapler and staples (!) and sticky backed Velcro. Watch the film for instructions!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQTkNXmlXOk

